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SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

$

BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs OMB Number: 4040-0006
Expiration Date: 02/28/2022

Grant Program 
Function or 

Activity

(a)

Catalog of Federal 
Domestic Assistance 

Number
(b)

Estimated Unobligated Funds New or Revised Budget

Federal
(c)

Non-Federal
(d)

Federal
(e)

Non-Federal
(f)

Total
(g)

5.        Totals

4.

3.

2.

1. $ $ $ $

$$$$

Entrepreneur Support 10.890

Workforce 
Development 

10.890

Additional Coalition 
Support 

10.890

$

Standard Form 424A (Rev. 7- 97)
Prescribed by OMB (Circular A -102) Page 1

Funding Opportunity Number:EDA-HDQ-ARPBBB-2021-2006976 Received Date:Oct 19, 2021 11:21:23 PM EDTTracking Number:GRANT13490203
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SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

7. Program Income

d. Equipment

e. Supplies

f. Contractual

g. Construction

h. Other

j. Indirect Charges

k. TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)

i. Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)

(1)

Authorized for Local Reproduction
Prescribed by OMB (Circular A -102)  Page 1A

Standard Form 424A (Rev. 7- 97)

GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY
(2) (3) (4) (5)

Total6. Object Class Categories

a. Personnel

b. Fringe Benefits

c. Travel

Entrepreneur Support

150,000.00

24,000.00

3,000.00

15,000.00

10,000.00

202,000.00

202,000.00

Workforce 
Development 

140,000.00

24,000.00

41,045.94

15,917.06

220,963.00

220,963.00

324,000.00

Additional Coalition 
Support 

35,107.00

70,000.00

105,107.00

105,107.00

290,000.00

48,000.00

3,000.00

91,152.94

25,917.06

70,000.00

528,070.00

528,070.00

324,000.00

$$$$$

$$$$$

$$$$$

$

$

Funding Opportunity Number:EDA-HDQ-ARPBBB-2021-2006976 Received Date:Oct 19, 2021 11:21:23 PM EDTTracking Number:GRANT13490203
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SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

14. Non-Federal

SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES
(a) Grant Program (b) Applicant (d)  Other Sources(c) State  (e)TOTALS

$

$

$ $ $

$

$

$

$

$8.

9.

10.

11.

12. TOTAL (sum of lines 8-11)

15. TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)

13. Federal

Total for 1st Year 1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Entrepreneur Support
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Workforce Development 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Additional Coalition Support 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

N/A
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

350,000.00

350,000.00

87,500.00

87,500.00

87,500.00

87,500.00

87,500.00

87,500.00

87,500.00

87,500.00

$ $

$ $ $

$ $ $ $

FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS     (YEARS)

SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

SECTION E - BUDGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

Authorized for Local Reproduction

$

$

$ $

$

$16.

17.

18.

19.

20. TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)

21. Direct Charges: 22. Indirect Charges:

23. Remarks:

(a) Grant Program
 (b)First (c) Second (d) Third (e) Fourth

Entrepreneur Support

Workforce Development 

Additional Coalition Support 

Additional Coalition Support- This support is for additional marketing and event support. An example would conclude hosting an open house for rural 
entrepreneurs to expose them to all of the coalition's programs available to them. 

$ $

Standard Form 424A (Rev. 7- 97)
Prescribed by OMB (Circular A -102)  Page 2
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

FORM CD-511
(REV 1-05)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Applicants should also review the instructions for certification included in the regulations before completing this form. Signature on this form provides for 
compliance with certification requirements under 15 CFR Part 28, 'New Restrictions on Lobbying.' The certifications shall be treated as a material representation 
of fact upon which reliance will be placed when the Department of Commerce determines to award the covered transaction, grant, or cooperative agreement.

LOBBYING

As required by Section 1352, Title 31 of the U.S. Code, and implemented 
at 15 CFR Part 28, for persons entering into a grant, cooperative 
agreement or contract over $100,000 or a loan or loan guarantee over 
$150,000 as defined at 15 CFR Part 28, Sections 28.105 and 28.110, the 
applicant certifies that to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:

(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on 
behalf of the undersigned, to any person for influencing or attempting to 
influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress in 
connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any 
Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into of any 
cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, 
amendment, or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or 
cooperative agreement.

(2) If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will 
be paid to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or 
employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of 
Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with  
this Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement, the 
undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, 'Disclosure 
Form to Report Lobbying.' in accordance with its instructions.

(3) The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be 
included in the award documents for all subawards at all tiers (including 
subcontracts, subgrants, and contracts under grants, loans, and 
cooperative agreements) and that all subrecipients shall certify and  
disclose accordingly.

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance 
was placed when this transaction was made or entered into. Submission of 
this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this  
transaction imposed by section 1352, title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who 
fails to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not 
less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure 
occurring on or before October 23, 1996, and of not less than $11,000 and 
not more than $110,000 for each such failure occurring after October 23, 
1996.

Statement for Loan Guarantees and Loan Insurance

The undersigned states, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, 
that: 

In any funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or 
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of 
Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a 
Member of Congress in connection with this commitment providing for the 
United States to insure or guarantee a loan, the undersigned shall 
complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, 'Disclosure Form to Report 
Lobbying,' in accordance with its instructions.

Submission of this statement is a prerequisite for making or entering into 
this transaction imposed by section 1352, title 31, U.S. Code. Any person  
who fails to file the required statement shall be subject to a civil penalty of 
not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure 
occurring on or before October 23, 1996, and of not less than $11,000 and 
not more than $110,000 for each such failure occurring after October 23, 
1996.

As the duly authorized representative of the applicant, I hereby certify that the applicant will comply with the above applicable certification.

* NAME OF APPLICANT

* AWARD NUMBER * PROJECT NAME

Prefix: * First Name: Middle Name:

* Last Name: Suffix:

* Title:

* SIGNATURE: * DATE:

David  Nelson 10/19/2021

FoundersForge

The Northeast TN Entrepreneurial Initiative

David

Nelson

Director

Funding Opportunity Number:EDA-HDQ-ARPBBB-2021-2006976 Received Date:Oct 19, 2021 11:21:23 PM EDTTracking Number:GRANT13490203
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October 16th, 2021 

American Rescue Plan Act: Build Back Better Regional Challenge 
U.S. Economic Development Administration 
1401 Constitution Avenue, NW Suite 71014 Washington, DC 20230 

 

Dear U.S. Economic Development Administration, 

 

We are writing in support of FoundersForge’s application to the American Rescue Plan Act: Build Back 
Better Regional Challenge with the plan to leverage the Northeast Tennessee Entrepreneurial Initiative 
members to expand our presence in support of entrepreneurs and to build a new technical workforce 
development program through multiple programs co-hosted by East Tennessee State University (ETSU), 
FoundersForge, and other coalition members. 

Within the five short years that FoundersForge has been engaged within the Johnson City community 
they have promoted, taught, and advocated on behalf of entrepreneurs in our city and beyond. Through 
CO.STARTERS, FoundersForge’s Startup Bootcamp, pitch competitions, and active 1-on-1 coaching we 
have seen our entrepreneurial ecosystem grow from 22 active high-growth startups to over 68 in just two 
years. We also have over 120 individuals that are actively exploring starting their own small businesses. 

FoundersForge has also looked towards the future and identified current and future needs for our city to 
thrive. Their focus on establishing The Forge Coding Academy will help train our existing workforce for 
21st century jobs, provide the crucial training for recent graduates to be immediately hirable in our region, 
and create unique opportunities for our entrepreneurs to build their own first products.  

These workforce development needs and the rapid growth the City of Johnson City requires additional 
support and programs like the ones FoundersForge provides. Combing these activities with the new 
ETSU Entrepreneurship program, iBucs Pitch Competition, and regional Highschool Entrepreneurship 
programming will help these new initiatives get started and make an immediate impact in our regional 
communities.  

We believe that this innovative program will greatly help our recent graduates and current students by 
providing unique work experience opportunities. We are actively working to retain our recent graduates 
and place them in full-time positions at our region’s employers. We are excited to work with 
FoundersForge and the Northeast Entrepreneurial Initiative coalition to better our region’s opportunities. 

We highly recommend FoundersForge’s application and request you strongly consider supporting our 
combined initiatives.  

 
Sincerely, 

 

 

Sonu Mirchandani, Entrepreneurship Coordinator  
East Tennessee University’s College of Business and Technology 
East Tennessee University Entrepreneurship  
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04 S Roan St, Johnson City, TN 37601 
hello@myfoundersforge.com 

423.220.4501 

 

1 

Concept Proposal: The Northeast Tennessee  
Entrepreneurial Initiative 
 
Describes the coalition’s vision for the regional growth cluster: 
Through investment, entrepreneurial activity, and workforce development FoundersForge will 
lead the coalition's vision for the regional growth cluster. By investing in these specific areas, 
together we can combat the lacking opportunity within the Northeast Region of Tennessee, 
impacting both new business creation and filling needed positions into our existing job market.  
In late 2019, FoundersForge knew of 20 high-growth entrepreneurs in the region of Northeast 
Tennessee. Today, we have identified over 70 startups that are actively working on their new 
ventures. This does not include the incredible growth of small businesses in our region that also 
need additional support.  
 
We estimate that our list of active entrepreneurs would be 2x the current size if our region was 
able to provide technical training and assistance to the entrepreneurs in our region. By providing 
software coding classes and accelerated cohort programming, new ventures can make it over the 
barriers to launch their products, services, or expand their existing businesses through e-
commerce solutions.  
 
There are currently over 30+ entrepreneurs that are trying to find a way to launch their new 
product and technology focused businesses. If half of these succeed, it will result in over 50+ 
jobs that will need to be filled by these companies within 5 years. This type of growth is what 
our region needs to grow and succeed in the 21st century.  
Our goal is not to replace a traditional college degree but to expand on top of it with real-
world experience, while providing others the means to learn to build their technical 
products or physical prototypes. 
 
Details the economic opportunity presented by the regional growth cluster: 
Since covid-19 every industry in our region now has the need for a strong technical workforce. 
The Appalachian Region has had a massive growth spike due to the flood of remote workers 
moving out to rural areas to enjoy the plentiful outdoor activities and isolation that our climate 
has to offer. Yet the issue within the influx of growth, is that our technical skilled jobs are still 
not being filled due to the original lack of education offered within our rural region. 
Organizations are having to hire either out of the state which is much more expensive on the 
organization or hire remote workers to fill the needed positions that could be offered to citizens 
of the area.  
Therefore, we are specifically targeting these demographics provide opportunity for: 

●        Adults Aged: 18-45 
●        Young Adults: 15-18 
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●        Seeking 50% Attendance by People of Color 
●        Seeking 50% Attendance by A.L.I.C.E. 
●        Seeking 10% Attendance of Existing Employed Individuals 
●        Seeking 5% Attendance of Recent College Graduates 

These are the demographics that have been most affected by the changing Appalachian Region. 
The United Way recently announced research on Asset Limited, Income Constrained, Employed 
(A.L.I.C.E) individuals and families. In ALICE households, the head or heads of household are 
employed but struggle to pay for housing, childcare, food, transportation, health care, taxes, and 
technology. Our region is struggling, and these are the percentages classified as ALICE 
households: 

Johnson City, TN – 45% Bristol, TN – 45% 
Kingsport, TN      – 43% Extended Rural Areas – 50+% 

 
Data provided by East Tennessee State University revealed that the lowest enrollment by race at 
the university is tied between African American and Latin American applicants with a 36% 
enrollment rate. Within those statistics, only 2% of both Latin American and African American 
applicants are considered within the high percentage income category. A demographic that is 
extremely underrepresented within the region. Then based on 2019 statistics, the average cost for 
ETSU within the four-year program is $20,000 with a 30% match through the Pell Grant. Which 
is only awarded if grades and financial needs are met. This statistic does not include housing, 
meal plan, and other necessary living expenses, which only raises the tuition expense. With the 
dropout rate recorded at 54.70%, this leaves 45.30% of students without a bachelor's degree, in 
debt, and limited opportunity within the Tri-Cities region. The innovation lab pushes to change 
this problematic data creating our target audience to be minorities located in the region who are 
looking to expand their skill set for the workforce. (Source: ETSU) 
Simply moving from an hourly wage to a salary-based career can greatly change the economic 
situation for an entire family or individual who participates in our program. Everyone that moves 
up in their existing jobs, fills a new job, or establishes their own ventures, not only changes their 
lives, but they also change the lives of those around them. For many, the only way to truly do 
this is to start their own venture. Our community is constantly identifying opportunities in a 
variety of job markets, but they lack the training to turn their ideas into new ventures. 
 
Defines the coalition members that comprise the regional growth cluster: 

Entrepreneur Support- 
Startup Bootcamp 
Startup Accelerator  
Coworking / Retail Incubator  

Langston Multicultural Center  
Johnson City District Authority  
Spark Plaza / Sync Space/ Square One  
East Tennessee State University  

Workforce Support- 
Coding Academy  

East Tennessee State University  
Langston Multicultural Center  
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Workforce Development- 
Coding Academy  

Langston Multicultural Center  
East Tennessee State University  

 
 Describes 3-8 potential component projects EDA could fund to support the cluster: 

The Forge Coding Academy- will provide software coding workshops for entrepreneurs 
to help them develop and prototype their own software products, e-commerce solutions, 
and other technical service-based companies. Our workshops will be the foundation to 
eventually building a full Coding Academy like the Nashville Software School. 

 
Accelerator- Startups are accepted into accelerators for a fixed term, as part of a cohort. 
The accelerator operation is a process of intense, rapid, and immersive learning. Training 
to prepare for funding, hiring/growth, legal, HR needs, and funding assistance.  
We promote entrepreneurial growth by creating methods that promote achievements and 
close connections to the startups and the mentors. Mentorship programs designed to 
foster the transformation of business ideas, existing products, or existing businesses into 
thriving organizations that can be accessed through Forge Innovation Lab Entrepreneurial 
Accelerator Program.  
Highschool Bootcamp- Replicates the FoundersForge startup bootcamp at a higher level 
to expose students to entrepreneurship as a career path.  

 
Lists preliminary proposed specific metrics of success for proposed projects: 
Our goal is to accomplish the following outcomes within 2 years: 

● cultivate over 100 new entrepreneurs in our region. 
● Train 100+ individuals in website, mobile app, or WordPress software development.  
● Create 50 new jobs through entrepreneurship expansion. 
● The accelerator will be a fully sustaining program that accelerates 100+ 

 
By expanding our presence in Johnson City, we will become the destination for aspiring 
entrepreneurs. This will allow us to connect with more innovators, train them, and assist them on 
their path forward. We will continue to provide free 1-on-1 coaching and programs (such as 
Startup Bootcamp, The Foundry Growth Accelerator, and our monthly events) for entrepreneurs; 
however, we will introduce a small fee for our software development classes. These fees will be 
used to maintain equipment and to create a fully sustainable coding academy in the future.   
This innovative program will achieve self-sustainability in the first 2 years. Each course will be 
$300 for 8 weeks per student. Our goal is to run 36 classes with an average fill rate of 20 
participants. This will result in revenue of $216,000 in two years. This price is set based on 
similar programming that is offered across the nation. We want the class to be more affordable, 
in person, and local for participants in the rural Appalachian region.  
 
Conservatively, if we only achieve 50% of our goal, we will still reach revenues of $108,000 and 
we will net $50,000 per year for the non-profit. With greater success, we will add additional 
programs, start a scholarship fund, and continue to increase our offerings to the entrepreneurship 
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community. If greater success takes longer to achieve, we are still able to continue running the 
program to achieve our goals.  

Total Courses (2 Years):  36                     Average Students:  20 
Cost Per Course:              $300                 Total Revenue:       $216,000 
If 50% of Goals met:       $108,000 

 
These are the types of jobs that are created in our region through entrepreneurial growth. 
● Junior Software Developer / Application Developer 
● Entry Level Web Developer / Mobile App Developer 
●.         Software QA Engineer  
● User Interface / User Experience Designer 
 
Identifies the accessibility of matching funds for Phase 2: 
Our recruitment and marketing plan has been designed to leverage our partnerships with: 

Langston Multicultural Center  Marketing, Access to Demographics, 
Event/Teaching Space, In-Kind Operational 
Support 

Johnson City Development Authority Marketing, Small Business Support, 
Additional Training Opportunities 

East Tennessee State University’s College of 
Business and Technology (ETSU CBAT) 

Teaching Assistance, Educational Design, 
Graduate Students, Alumni, Access to Recent 
Graduates. 

Northeast Tennessee Economic Development 
Partnership (NeTREP) 

Marketing, Promotion, Financial 
Guidance/Advisement, Access to Local 
Foundations and Employers 

Johnson City Chamber of Commerce Foundation Support, Access to Local 
Employers, Program Hosting and Sponsorship 

TN Small Business Development Center 
(TSBDC)  

Marketing, Promotion, Connections to 
Employers & Banks, Additional Educational 
Opportunities 

Sync Space  State program support through LaunchTN, 
Marketing and Promotion 

Cities of Johnson City, Kingsport, Bristol, 
Greenville, Erwin, and Unicoi  

Promotion and Hosting of Classes 

First Tennessee Development District Grant Writing Support, Operational Training, 
Grant Management Guidance 
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We heavily utilize our partnerships to expand our reach into a variety of communities. By 
aligning with our partners' existing missions, we will help them achieve their goals while 
accomplishing our own. This will maximize the final impact on our community.  
 
Barriers to implementation and strategies to mitigate: Ability to reach a rural audience and 
those who more need the impact of the program. By leveraging the coalition's marketing team 
together, we will have multiple different forms of advertising and reach to the rural programs 
that are available to the rural communities.  
 
Financial restraints on participants: Financial restraints on the rural participants are solved by 
providing public/private scholarship funds for the financially accessible students, and by 
providing free resources to regional entrepreneurs. 
 
Project Timeline: 

Month 1-4 Finalize agreement with Spark Plaza and secure space. 
Begin purchasing furniture and all equipment. 
Secure teaching and instructional design facilitators via contracts. 
Finalize first 3 class structures, material, and begin marketing website 
development (in-house). 
Announce the opening of the accelerator 

Month 5-8 Begin first classes with initial 20 students per class. 
Begin pursuit of a scholarship fund for additional impact. 
Raise sponsorships and begin covering 80-90% of class costs for 
those in need of support. 

Month 9-12 Continue to market to our target demographics. Seek additional 
public/private partnerships to expand our programs. 
 
Use combined revenues, public/private partnerships, and foundational 
support to establish a permanent scholarship fund. 

Year 2+ Establish a permanent commitment to our scholarship foundation to 
train our region to be a technical workforce for the 21st century for 
many years to come. 
 
Create 50 new jobs through entrepreneurship expansion. 
The accelerator is expected to be a fully sustaining program that has 
accelerated growth of over 100 companies, created jobs, and grown 
our region. 
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The Northeast TN Entrepreneurial Initiative 



Program Description and Scope of Work

FoundersForge is leading a new coalition to support entrepreneurial efforts and a new approach to workforce development. The Northeast TN Entrepreneurial Initiative, is constructed to build early-stage, growth-driven startups supported by accelerators and coding academies through education, mentorship, and financing. To address our technical workforce challenges, we are establishing The Forge Coding Academy and The Forge Accelerator providing a series of software development classes to teach web, mobile app, and WordPress development. Along with the accelerator operation consisting of a process of intense, rapid, and immersive learning. Training to prepare for funding, hiring/growth, legal, HR needs, and funding assistance. The benefit of these programs will assist innovators to build an understanding for workforce software skills, solutions, and support existing businesses to implement the latest technologies into their systems. For the program we are asking for $350,000 to establish these facilities in the Appalachian Region. The coalition members aiding in the execution of the program will be listed as: Langston Multicultural Center, Johnson City Development Authority, Sync Space, Spark Plaza, East Tennessee State University, and Square One. 



Scope of Work- Project’s Purpose and Key Milestones, Including Deliverables 

The US has nearly 1 million open IT jobs. In 2019, the failure rate of startups was around 90%. Research concludes 21.5% of startups fail in the first year, 30% in the second year, 50% in the fifth year, and 70% in their 10th year. We strive for a hub that can be the right hand on the startup journey. Directing an entrepreneur from the idea stage, all the way to company sustainability or exit. There are currently over 30+ entrepreneurs in Johnson City that are trying to find a way to launch their new product and technology focused businesses. If half of these succeed, it will result in over 50+ jobs that will need to be filled by these companies within 5 years. This type of growth is what our region needs to grow and succeed in the 21st century.

Unfortunately, the lack of education, necessary training, and high-tech tools that allow for rapid creation of these services is holding back our region. Local colleges lag the fast-paced changes in technology centric jobs and recent graduates often require real-work experience before they are ready to hit the ground running. For many of the rural entrepreneurs in our region, a 4-year degree program is well outside of their financial means and will come too late to help them launch their products. Through the coalition The Northeast TN Entrepreneurial Initiative, The Forge Accelerator and The Forge Coding Academy Will Be Implemented. 



The Forge Accelerator:

Startups are accepted into the accelerator for a fixed term, as part of a cohort. The accelerator operation is a process of intense, rapid, and immersive learning. Training to prepare for funding, hiring/growth, legal, HR needs, and funding assistance. Many startups fail without the aid of an accelerator, due to the lack of facilities available without joining a mentorship program. According to data spanning the last 12 years from the UKBI (a professional body for incubators), incubators can increase the success rate of small businesses from 30% to 98%.

We promote entrepreneurial growth by creating methods that promote achievements and close connections to the startups and the mentors. Mentorship programs designed to foster the transformation of business ideas, existing products, or existing businesses into thriving organizations that can be accessed through Forge Innovation Lab Entrepreneurial Accelerator Program. 



Coding Academy: 

The Forge Coding Academy will provide a series of software development classes to teach web, mobile app, and WordPress development. The benefits of these classes will help innovators develop their products, prototype solutions, and develop technical marketing needs in house. 

Unfortunately, there is a lack of education, necessary training, and high-tech equipment that allow for rapid creation of these products and services. Our goal is not to replace a traditional college degree but to expand on top of it with real-world experience, while providing others the means to become established at an entry-level position in a computer coding field.



Our goal is to accomplish the following outcomes within 2 years:

·  cultivate over 100 new entrepreneurs in our region.

·  train 100+ individuals in website, mobile app, or WordPress software development

· create 50 new jobs through entrepreneurship expansion

· The accelerator is expected to be a fully sustaining program that has accelerated growth of over 100 companies, created jobs, and grown our region. 



Regional Industry Assets and Needs

Simply moving from an hourly wage to a salary-based career can greatly change the economic situation for an entire family or individual who participates in our program. Everyone that moves up in their existing jobs, fills a new job, or establishes their own ventures, not only changes their lives, but they also change the lives of those around them. For many, the only way to truly do this is to start their own venture. Our community is constantly identifying opportunities in a variety of job market’s, but they lack the training to turn their ideas into new ventures. We estimate that our list of active entrepreneurs would be 2x the current size if our region was able to provide technical training and assistance to the entrepreneurs in our region. By providing software coding classes and accelerated programs for entrepreneurs, new ventures can make it over the barriers to launch their products, services, or expand their existing businesses through e-commerce solutions. 



Project’s Location and Region
Railroad coal traffic had declined 57% in the past ten years, a decline of over $1 billion (January 2018). One of the largest employment facilities within the Appalachian Region. Operations included the locomotive service center, project shop, car shop, and switching operations. Majority of the CSX jobs were high-paying, skilled jobs with average annual earnings of $69,414. There are now 111 unemployed skilled workers without a job located within the Tri-Cities region due to the declining railroad and coal needs. The downturn of the coal industry has impacted economies across Appalachia. Yet, through entrepreneurial growth, rural economies can diversify and become less dependent on the economic pendulum swings affecting agriculture and other rural industries. In short, entrepreneurs can ensure that rural communities will survive. The Appalachian Highlands is the prime example of why entrepreneurship is necessary in the growth of the region. A community’s history based on a failing economy, yet with inspiring hope to grow. 

This is why we chose the location Spark Plaza to host the classes and accelerator at. Located at 404 S Roan St, Johnson City, TN 37601 with co-working offices and entrepreneurial classes already taking place, we want to expand into the office space next to the already developed and established home at Spark Plaza. This also allows Spark Plaza to expand into the opening behind our new offices and combine the two rental spaces to form one large coworking and entrepreneurial hub. The space requires a minimal build-out. This allows us to actively plan, market, and organize the classes to start shortly after our move into the new space. 



How the Proposed Project Supports the Industry and Links to the Local CEDS 

The coalition’s approach to improving economic development through a focus on entrepreneurial support programming and workforce development via technical training is a strategy that is directly designed to support our region’s future economic growth. 



For our regional industry, we consistently have difficulty in hiring for technical positions. Despite having multiple universities in the region, business of today needs individuals with real-world experience in software development and IT related fields. This gap has created an abundance of opportunity for those that would like to improve their careers or work to start a new one. 



Our region has two real-world experiences that fully illustrate the challenges for the employers and the opportunities for growth. Tim worked 3rd shift at a factory in Kingsport, TN. After years of grinding through work, he realized he had an interest in technology. In his spare time, he built a computer and started getting into design. After he spoke with a member of FoundersForge who encouraged him to learn software development skills, he began offering development services as well. He now has the opportunity to launch a business or get a 9-5 job with full benefits. He’s currently working on launching his own startup to support small businesses in the region with the backup plan to accept an offer for full-time work. Tim went from 3rd shift to launching his own tech business (https://OurBackyard.life) with the option to get a full-time job with benefits.



A local business, Allied Dispatch Solutions, is a fast paced roadside assistance company that provides an Uber-like service to their clients. They are struggling to hire qualified technology personnel and have resulted in attempting to hire inexperienced developers and training them on the technology they need. After hiring a junior developer, they may spend 2-3 years attempting to train them. This is backlogging their development and slowing down the growth of their business. During a recent attempt at hiring, they found an individual that worked for CSX, a now defunct coal-train maintenance company in Unicoi, TN. This individual saw the writing on the wall and took it upon himself to go to the Nashville Software School on the nights and weekends. He interviewed for the job at Allied Dispatch and turned it down because he had a better offer from a Nashville company. 



Our employers are having to compete at a national level to hire talent in our region and beyond. Without an influx of experienced workers, these positions will remain unfilled and the progress of our region’s companies will lag behind. However, we can directly improve this through experience-focused learning.



On the entrepreneurial side, by helping new companies launch, we can create a culture of innovation that makes it much easier to attract talent to the region. We’re currently seeing an influx of remote workers to this area because of the natural outdoor assets it offers. By capitalizing on this trend, the coalition will help create the startup jobs that the younger generation want within an environment that young professionals already want to live in. And through our partnership with the First Tennessee Development District, we can meet our region’s CEDS goals and build a better future for us all.



Partners and Program Outreach

Once Johnson City’s School for African American Students, the Langston Center has become a facility that promotes multicultural awareness, STEM education programs, history classes, leadership opportunities, and acts as a beacon to connect everyone in our region regardless of race, gender, age, or income. The Langston center is a powerful voice in our region. Through our partnership we will utilize networks, voice, and connections to reach a much larger demographic of those in need. We will then utilize their programs and regional foundations to provide scholarships for minorities and the underserved. 

The United Way recently announced research on Asset Limited, Income Constrained, Employed (A.L.I.C.E) individuals and families. In ALICE households, the head or heads of household are employed but struggle to pay for housing, childcare, food, transportation, health care, taxes, and technology. Our region is struggling, and these are the percentages classified as ALICE households:

Johnson City, TN – 45%	Bristol, TN – 45%

Kingsport, TN – 43%	Extended Rural Areas – 50+%

These numbers were reported in 2019, before the impact of COVID-19 on our communities.



Data provided by East Tennessee State University revealed that the lowest enrollment by race at the university is tied between African American and Latin American applicants with a 36% enrollment rate. Within those statistics, only 2% of both Latin American and African American applicants are considered within the high percentage income category. A demographic that is extremely underrepresented within the region. Then based on 2019 statistics, the average cost for ETSU within the four-year program is $20,000 with a 30% match through the Pell Grant. Which is only awarded if grades and financial needs are met. This statistic does not include housing, meal plan, and other necessary living expenses, which only raises the tuition expense. With the dropout rate recorded at 54.70%, this leaves 45.30% of students without a bachelor's degree, in debt, and limited opportunity within the Tri-Cities region. The innovation lab pushes to change this problematic data creating our target audience to be minorities located in the region who are looking to expand their skill set for the workforce. (Source: ETSU)

Therefore, we are specifically targeting these demographics: 

●	Adults Aged: 18-45

●	Young Adults: 15-18 

●	Seeking 50% Attendance by People of Color

●	Seeking 50% Attendance by A.L.I.C.E.

●	Seeking 10% Attendance of Existing Employed Individuals

●	Seeking 5% Attendance of Recent College Graduates

We heavily utilize our partnerships to expand our reach into a variety of communities. By aligning with our partners' existing missions, we will help them achieve their goals while accomplishing our own. This maximized the final impact on our community.

Our partnership with local universities provides additional educational experiences for our region’s college students by providing opportunities for them to master the latest technologies, gain their first years of work experience, and allow them to be retained in our region.



Promoting Diverse Stakeholders and Program Participants

For this program FoundersForge is selected as one of only two Tennessee organizations to receive $50,000 in funding through the U.S. Small Business Association’s (SBA) Growth Accelerator Fund Competition. The SBA awards funds to accelerate and incubate projects involving targeted assistance across the country to STEM/R&D Entrepreneurs from underrepresented groups. Including women, people of color, rural, and veteran participants, gifting $50,000 to launch these needed programs into the community. This grant will cover one year of the accelerator cohort. FoundersForge is looking for additional funding for grants to implement into the incubator for the cohorts. This will provide slight funding for the startups participating in the accelerator by providing 5 organizations $10,000 to help grow their company under FoundersForge’s guidance. This program will demonstrate the effectiveness of our regional economic development partners in order to gain more public/private support. 

Measurable Goals and Impacts

The long-term goal is to continue develop The Forge Coding Academy to offer a 6 and 12-month program that can train motivated individuals into full-time software developers with the equivalent of 2 years of experience, and specifically open the door new software focused startups to be established while continuing to offer training on high-end equipment for entrepreneurs to use in their ventures.

The only continuous fee that FoundersForge will anticipate is the rent for the new space and the salary for instructors. The revenue earned as well as our existing partnerships with the city of Johnson City, Sync Space, and through our private partnerships with local businesses this cost will be covered. However, we expect that within 3 years the program will be self-sustaining and will help cover the costs for FoundersForge with room to expand our impact on entrepreneurship in the region.



The same goals will be applied to the accelerator program. We are wanting full sustainability within 3 years of the program being available, and a grant to be able to aid the businesses carrying out their business operations. 



Data Collected and Expected Outcomes- 

The programming and training we are seeking is for our regional entrepreneurship community. Our focus is to provide the training and knowledge on the topics of innovation, Training to prepare for funding, hiring/growth, legal, HR needs, funding assistance and software development to these individuals to help them gain valuable experience that allows them to launch their ideas towards success. The training will also help these individuals develop skills that will carry them forward into the future technology-centric workforce our region needs to thrive. Combined with our existing entrepreneurship training, we can provide a unique experience for rural Northeast Tennessee startups to thrive.



Our Sustainability Plan 

Our approach to solving our region’s challenges is focused on using known strategies that have been proven by other organizations and combining them with entrepreneurial endeavors. This creates an innovative approach to solve the complex challenges within entrepreneurship development.



The coalition is creating a new software development course and accelerator for the Appalachian Highlands Region that will develop new entrepreneurial ventures, train innovators, and help end the relocation of community members based on better educational opportunities across the states. The alliance that the coalition brings to Northeast Tennessee aids in the sustainability of the two programs. Creating diverse participants provides diverse skills as well as access to important target populations. 
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404 S Roan St, Johnson City, TN 37601

hello@myfoundersforge.com

423.220.4501



The Northeast TN Entrepreneurial Initiative 



Program Description and Scope of Work

FoundersForge is leading a new coalition to support entrepreneurial efforts and a new approach to workforce development. The Northeast TN Entrepreneurial Initiative, is constructed to build early-stage, growth-driven startups supported by accelerators and coding academies through education, mentorship, and financing. To address our technical workforce challenges, we are establishing The Forge Coding Academy and The Forge Accelerator providing a series of software development classes to teach web, mobile app, and WordPress development. Along with the accelerator operation consisting of a process of intense, rapid, and immersive learning. Training to prepare for funding, hiring/growth, legal, HR needs, and funding assistance. The benefit of these programs will assist innovators to build an understanding for workforce software skills, solutions, and support existing businesses to implement the latest technologies into their systems. For the program we are asking for $350,000 to establish these facilities in the Appalachian Region. The coalition members aiding in the execution of the program will be listed as: Langston Multicultural Center, Johnson City Development Authority, Sync Space, Spark Plaza, East Tennessee State University, and Square One. 



Scope of Work- Project’s Purpose and Key Milestones, Including Deliverables 

The US has nearly 1 million open IT jobs. In 2019, the failure rate of startups was around 90%. Research concludes 21.5% of startups fail in the first year, 30% in the second year, 50% in the fifth year, and 70% in their 10th year. We strive for a hub that can be the right hand on the startup journey. Directing an entrepreneur from the idea stage, all the way to company sustainability or exit. There are currently over 30+ entrepreneurs in Johnson City that are trying to find a way to launch their new product and technology focused businesses. If half of these succeed, it will result in over 50+ jobs that will need to be filled by these companies within 5 years. This type of growth is what our region needs to grow and succeed in the 21st century.

Unfortunately, the lack of education, necessary training, and high-tech tools that allow for rapid creation of these services is holding back our region. Local colleges lag the fast-paced changes in technology centric jobs and recent graduates often require real-work experience before they are ready to hit the ground running. For many of the rural entrepreneurs in our region, a 4-year degree program is well outside of their financial means and will come too late to help them launch their products. Through the coalition The Northeast TN Entrepreneurial Initiative, The Forge Accelerator and The Forge Coding Academy Will Be Implemented. 



The Forge Accelerator:

Startups are accepted into the accelerator for a fixed term, as part of a cohort. The accelerator operation is a process of intense, rapid, and immersive learning. Training to prepare for funding, hiring/growth, legal, HR needs, and funding assistance. Many startups fail without the aid of an accelerator, due to the lack of facilities available without joining a mentorship program. According to data spanning the last 12 years from the UKBI (a professional body for incubators), incubators can increase the success rate of small businesses from 30% to 98%.

We promote entrepreneurial growth by creating methods that promote achievements and close connections to the startups and the mentors. Mentorship programs designed to foster the transformation of business ideas, existing products, or existing businesses into thriving organizations that can be accessed through Forge Innovation Lab Entrepreneurial Accelerator Program. 



Coding Academy: 

The Forge Coding Academy will provide a series of software development classes to teach web, mobile app, and WordPress development. The benefits of these classes will help innovators develop their products, prototype solutions, and develop technical marketing needs in house. 

Unfortunately, there is a lack of education, necessary training, and high-tech equipment that allow for rapid creation of these products and services. Our goal is not to replace a traditional college degree but to expand on top of it with real-world experience, while providing others the means to become established at an entry-level position in a computer coding field.



Our goal is to accomplish the following outcomes within 2 years:

·  cultivate over 100 new entrepreneurs in our region.

·  train 100+ individuals in website, mobile app, or WordPress software development

· create 50 new jobs through entrepreneurship expansion

· The accelerator is expected to be a fully sustaining program that has accelerated growth of over 100 companies, created jobs, and grown our region. 



Regional Industry Assets and Needs

Simply moving from an hourly wage to a salary-based career can greatly change the economic situation for an entire family or individual who participates in our program. Everyone that moves up in their existing jobs, fills a new job, or establishes their own ventures, not only changes their lives, but they also change the lives of those around them. For many, the only way to truly do this is to start their own venture. Our community is constantly identifying opportunities in a variety of job market’s, but they lack the training to turn their ideas into new ventures. We estimate that our list of active entrepreneurs would be 2x the current size if our region was able to provide technical training and assistance to the entrepreneurs in our region. By providing software coding classes and accelerated programs for entrepreneurs, new ventures can make it over the barriers to launch their products, services, or expand their existing businesses through e-commerce solutions. 



Project’s Location and Region
Railroad coal traffic had declined 57% in the past ten years, a decline of over $1 billion (January 2018). One of the largest employment facilities within the Appalachian Region. Operations included the locomotive service center, project shop, car shop, and switching operations. Majority of the CSX jobs were high-paying, skilled jobs with average annual earnings of $69,414. There are now 111 unemployed skilled workers without a job located within the Tri-Cities region due to the declining railroad and coal needs. The downturn of the coal industry has impacted economies across Appalachia. Yet, through entrepreneurial growth, rural economies can diversify and become less dependent on the economic pendulum swings affecting agriculture and other rural industries. In short, entrepreneurs can ensure that rural communities will survive. The Appalachian Highlands is the prime example of why entrepreneurship is necessary in the growth of the region. A community’s history based on a failing economy, yet with inspiring hope to grow. 

This is why we chose the location Spark Plaza to host the classes and accelerator at. Located at 404 S Roan St, Johnson City, TN 37601 with co-working offices and entrepreneurial classes already taking place, we want to expand into the office space next to the already developed and established home at Spark Plaza. This also allows Spark Plaza to expand into the opening behind our new offices and combine the two rental spaces to form one large coworking and entrepreneurial hub. The space requires a minimal build-out. This allows us to actively plan, market, and organize the classes to start shortly after our move into the new space. 



How the Proposed Project Supports the Industry and Links to the Local CEDS 

The coalition’s approach to improving economic development through a focus on entrepreneurial support programming and workforce development via technical training is a strategy that is directly designed to support our region’s future economic growth. 



For our regional industry, we consistently have difficulty in hiring for technical positions. Despite having multiple universities in the region, business of today needs individuals with real-world experience in software development and IT related fields. This gap has created an abundance of opportunity for those that would like to improve their careers or work to start a new one. 



Our region has two real-world experiences that fully illustrate the challenges for the employers and the opportunities for growth. Tim worked 3rd shift at a factory in Kingsport, TN. After years of grinding through work, he realized he had an interest in technology. In his spare time, he built a computer and started getting into design. After he spoke with a member of FoundersForge who encouraged him to learn software development skills, he began offering development services as well. He now has the opportunity to launch a business or get a 9-5 job with full benefits. He’s currently working on launching his own startup to support small businesses in the region with the backup plan to accept an offer for full-time work. Tim went from 3rd shift to launching his own tech business (https://OurBackyard.life) with the option to get a full-time job with benefits.



A local business, Allied Dispatch Solutions, is a fast paced roadside assistance company that provides an Uber-like service to their clients. They are struggling to hire qualified technology personnel and have resulted in attempting to hire inexperienced developers and training them on the technology they need. After hiring a junior developer, they may spend 2-3 years attempting to train them. This is backlogging their development and slowing down the growth of their business. During a recent attempt at hiring, they found an individual that worked for CSX, a now defunct coal-train maintenance company in Unicoi, TN. This individual saw the writing on the wall and took it upon himself to go to the Nashville Software School on the nights and weekends. He interviewed for the job at Allied Dispatch and turned it down because he had a better offer from a Nashville company. 



Our employers are having to compete at a national level to hire talent in our region and beyond. Without an influx of experienced workers, these positions will remain unfilled and the progress of our region’s companies will lag behind. However, we can directly improve this through experience-focused learning.



On the entrepreneurial side, by helping new companies launch, we can create a culture of innovation that makes it much easier to attract talent to the region. We’re currently seeing an influx of remote workers to this area because of the natural outdoor assets it offers. By capitalizing on this trend, the coalition will help create the startup jobs that the younger generation want within an environment that young professionals already want to live in. And through our partnership with the First Tennessee Development District, we can meet our region’s CEDS goals and build a better future for us all.



Partners and Program Outreach

Once Johnson City’s School for African American Students, the Langston Center has become a facility that promotes multicultural awareness, STEM education programs, history classes, leadership opportunities, and acts as a beacon to connect everyone in our region regardless of race, gender, age, or income. The Langston center is a powerful voice in our region. Through our partnership we will utilize networks, voice, and connections to reach a much larger demographic of those in need. We will then utilize their programs and regional foundations to provide scholarships for minorities and the underserved. 

The United Way recently announced research on Asset Limited, Income Constrained, Employed (A.L.I.C.E) individuals and families. In ALICE households, the head or heads of household are employed but struggle to pay for housing, childcare, food, transportation, health care, taxes, and technology. Our region is struggling, and these are the percentages classified as ALICE households:

Johnson City, TN – 45%	Bristol, TN – 45%

Kingsport, TN – 43%	Extended Rural Areas – 50+%

These numbers were reported in 2019, before the impact of COVID-19 on our communities.



Data provided by East Tennessee State University revealed that the lowest enrollment by race at the university is tied between African American and Latin American applicants with a 36% enrollment rate. Within those statistics, only 2% of both Latin American and African American applicants are considered within the high percentage income category. A demographic that is extremely underrepresented within the region. Then based on 2019 statistics, the average cost for ETSU within the four-year program is $20,000 with a 30% match through the Pell Grant. Which is only awarded if grades and financial needs are met. This statistic does not include housing, meal plan, and other necessary living expenses, which only raises the tuition expense. With the dropout rate recorded at 54.70%, this leaves 45.30% of students without a bachelor's degree, in debt, and limited opportunity within the Tri-Cities region. The innovation lab pushes to change this problematic data creating our target audience to be minorities located in the region who are looking to expand their skill set for the workforce. (Source: ETSU)

Therefore, we are specifically targeting these demographics: 

●	Adults Aged: 18-45

●	Young Adults: 15-18 

●	Seeking 50% Attendance by People of Color

●	Seeking 50% Attendance by A.L.I.C.E.

●	Seeking 10% Attendance of Existing Employed Individuals

●	Seeking 5% Attendance of Recent College Graduates

We heavily utilize our partnerships to expand our reach into a variety of communities. By aligning with our partners' existing missions, we will help them achieve their goals while accomplishing our own. This maximized the final impact on our community.

Our partnership with local universities provides additional educational experiences for our region’s college students by providing opportunities for them to master the latest technologies, gain their first years of work experience, and allow them to be retained in our region.



Promoting Diverse Stakeholders and Program Participants

For this program FoundersForge is selected as one of only two Tennessee organizations to receive $50,000 in funding through the U.S. Small Business Association’s (SBA) Growth Accelerator Fund Competition. The SBA awards funds to accelerate and incubate projects involving targeted assistance across the country to STEM/R&D Entrepreneurs from underrepresented groups. Including women, people of color, rural, and veteran participants, gifting $50,000 to launch these needed programs into the community. This grant will cover one year of the accelerator cohort. FoundersForge is looking for additional funding for grants to implement into the incubator for the cohorts. This will provide slight funding for the startups participating in the accelerator by providing 5 organizations $10,000 to help grow their company under FoundersForge’s guidance. This program will demonstrate the effectiveness of our regional economic development partners in order to gain more public/private support. 

Measurable Goals and Impacts

The long-term goal is to continue develop The Forge Coding Academy to offer a 6 and 12-month program that can train motivated individuals into full-time software developers with the equivalent of 2 years of experience, and specifically open the door new software focused startups to be established while continuing to offer training on high-end equipment for entrepreneurs to use in their ventures.

The only continuous fee that FoundersForge will anticipate is the rent for the new space and the salary for instructors. The revenue earned as well as our existing partnerships with the city of Johnson City, Sync Space, and through our private partnerships with local businesses this cost will be covered. However, we expect that within 3 years the program will be self-sustaining and will help cover the costs for FoundersForge with room to expand our impact on entrepreneurship in the region.



The same goals will be applied to the accelerator program. We are wanting full sustainability within 3 years of the program being available, and a grant to be able to aid the businesses carrying out their business operations. 



Data Collected and Expected Outcomes- 

The programming and training we are seeking is for our regional entrepreneurship community. Our focus is to provide the training and knowledge on the topics of innovation, Training to prepare for funding, hiring/growth, legal, HR needs, funding assistance and software development to these individuals to help them gain valuable experience that allows them to launch their ideas towards success. The training will also help these individuals develop skills that will carry them forward into the future technology-centric workforce our region needs to thrive. Combined with our existing entrepreneurship training, we can provide a unique experience for rural Northeast Tennessee startups to thrive.



Our Sustainability Plan 

Our approach to solving our region’s challenges is focused on using known strategies that have been proven by other organizations and combining them with entrepreneurial endeavors. This creates an innovative approach to solve the complex challenges within entrepreneurship development.



The coalition is creating a new software development course and accelerator for the Appalachian Highlands Region that will develop new entrepreneurial ventures, train innovators, and help end the relocation of community members based on better educational opportunities across the states. The alliance that the coalition brings to Northeast Tennessee aids in the sustainability of the two programs. Creating diverse participants provides diverse skills as well as access to important target populations. 





Attachment from Grants.gov
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